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  In exploring economic problems, I hold the view that theory is a shared abstract which connects 

and synergizes diverse phenomena. Moreover, I believe that in achieving such connections and synergies, 

theoretical and empirical approaches complement and inspire each other. Theory seeks in depth unity; 

evidence reveals in context diversity. Guided by this philosophy, I am striving to become a microeconomist 

with a broad theoretical and empirical overview, particularly, but not restricted to, decision theory, game 

theory, mechanism design, industrial organization, and experimental economics. I have an abiding passion 

for formal modelling of bounded rationality and its applications. I am also keenly interested in 

transdisciplinary collaborations. 

 Below I outline two research projects in which I carry out the general principle above and with the 

guidance of inspiring predecessors. Both projects aim to bridge the gap between well-established theory 

and robust evidence. Both introduce new formalizations that characterize new types of boundedly rational 

behavior that is missing in existing models but supported by experimental evidence. The former focuses on 

proposing a new solution concept in game theory and evaluating its usefulness as an analytic tool by data 

from papers published in top journals. The latter is intended to provide a general framework that ties 

together a broad range of evidence and stimulate transdisciplinary conversations.  

1. Bridging Level-K to Nash Equilibrium 

In this project, we propose a new solution concept NLK, that aims to augment two existing concepts 

in game theory, Nash Equilibrium (NE) and Level-K model. Of these two, NE is contradicted by mounting 

and robust evidence for not predicting behaviors well in laboratory experiments. As opposed to NE, Level-

K model explicitly allows players to assume their opponents are less sophisticated than themselves. 

However, it does not allow players to use an important element of strategic thinking, namely “put yourself 

in the others’ shoes” and believe the opponent can think in the same way they do.  

Bridging NE and Level-K, NLK allows a player in a game to believe that the opponent may be either less- 

or as sophisticated as they—a view supported by various studies in psychology. We compare the 

performance of NLK to that of NE and some versions of Level-K by applying it to data from three 

experimental papers published in top economics journals and to data from a field study. These studies allow 
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us to test NLK on: (1). A static game of complete information, (2). A static game of incomplete information, 

(3). A dynamic game of perfect information, and (4). On field data.  

NLK provides additional insights to those of NE and Level-K. Moreover, a simple version of it 

explains the experimental data better in many cases. As a new solution concept, NLK shares a similar 

foundation to NE but is also applicable to games with players of different cognitive or reasoning abilities. 

As an analytical tool, NLK exists and gives a sharp prediction in general, and therefore it can be applied to 

empirical analysis in a broad range of settings.  

2. Partition Obvious Preference and Mistrust in Mechanism Design: Theory and Experiment 

Substantial evidence in field, laboratory, and thought experiments in multiple disciplines shows 

that decision makers often choose a dominated strategy, which contradicts current economic theory. 

Moreover, experimental evidence shows that the choice of dominated strategies in some mechanisms are 

significantly reduced in their counterparts. To bridge this gap between theory and reality, we firstly propose 

two alternative axiomatic approaches: formalizing a distinct anomaly in human reasoning that agents fail 

to reason state-by-state and tying together a broad range of evidence for the choice of dominated strategies. 

Secondly, we extend the concept to game theory and mechanism design, where we identify a large class of 

mechanisms that successfully achieve desirable goals even with boundedly rational agents or agents who 

mistrust the market makers. Thirdly, we test and verify our theory and its implications in a laboratory 

experiment with a crossover design that enables pooled data, within-subject, and cross-subject comparisons 

in both decision problems and games. Finally, we address how our approach contributes to accomplishing 

two goals simultaneously in modelling bounded rationality: providing a unified framework that subsumes 

existing ones as limiting cases and stimulating transdisciplinary conversations connecting the concepts of 

heuristics and emotions in psychology, the utilization of eye-tracking technology in neuroscience, and 

considerations of the moral foundation underlying a mechanism design in ethics.   

In the history of thought in economics lies a dilemma for future economists: should we adopt simple 

models with unrealistic assumptions, or should we describe human behavior closely but give up elegant 

abstractions? In the projects above, we endeavor to create a middle way that synthesizes the merits in both 

directions and leave unanswered questions for future researchers.  

  


